
Objective:Schmidt Sticky Errata (as of January 22, 2020)

The listing below is sticky notes for Crucible of Steel. Print on Avery 5265 with scaling and resizing turned 
off.  Cut to size and place on top of the error indicated

13.3093, line 7, the rules reference should be to "P7.1". A better reference would be to B28.45.

13.3214: In the third bullet, "per OS HBR 12" should be"per OS CG12”.

pg. BFP 21: The note for group V7 should be “German BFP Vehicle Note 6”. The note for group G2 should be 
“German BFP Gun Note 7”.

V2 -  V6-  O6-

V3 -  V7-

pg. BFP 21: In the German RG chart, for groups V2 and V3, the notes should read "a,c,n". For V6 and V7, the 
notes should read "a,c,m" and "c,m", respectively. For O6 the note should read "k,m".

5.2, line 12: should state "...Bog as per 5.3,..." 

Objective:Schmidt CG Rules Errata

Section 8.41 examples should refer to the 115 mm rockets on the 44 FB.

CG11, line 2: Delete the exception for Mortars.

13.3217: Under RG Str.: "12.6221-.6224" should be "13.3221-.3224”. Under SW/Gun(s) Received, line 2: 
There is an extra decimal point before the second 13. 

a,c,n

a,c,n

a,c,m

c,m

k,m

applicable IFT column (115mm and halved if using ATT). If the 
VTT was used, AFVs are attacked on the applicable C7.34 
HE/Flame TK Table (100+ column). If the ATT was used, 
vehicles are attacked per C1.55.

Ger BFP Veh Note 6 Ger BFP Gun Note 7

NA for all weapons. Each non-vehicular Gun that ended the last 
C G  s c e n a r i o  o n - m a p  m u s t  m a k e  a  D R  d u r i n g
Clearing the Map (13.309) in order to be able to move to
a new Location during setup. Each SW/Gun in a Perimeter

INTERROGATION:

HBR Errata

BFP2, item 22, 
Interrogation in the 
title is misspelled.

that hexside would still be subject to Bog as per 5.3, but would

Each revealed minefield is marked by placing a Known Mine-
field counter as per B28.45 to reveal its presence but not its 
strength/type.

Set up on-map per OS CG12. Note that any German RG 
may be set up on-map, as per OS CG12, in a scenario

13.3221-.3224. For each Infantry Coy/Infantry Pltn/AFV Pltn/

termined (RePh steps 13.3222-13.3223), record the number 



Objective:Schmidt Map Errata

On the German Vehicle Listing table: Missing a sM4 for M4A3(a) and sM8 for M4A3(105)(a); Missing sP5 
number for M10 GMC(a) and add corresponding US Note S. Also on M10 GMC(a) the special ammo needs 
to be moved one column to the left, and a dagger should be added to the (T76L) MA.

Objective:Schmidt Chapter H Errata

Schmidt map: Hex T7 on the Sc map is incorrectly labeled as 'B7'.

German Ordnance Listing: The listing for the M2(a) mortar is missing the B11 breakdown. The counter is 
correct.

German Ordnance Listing: The listing for the M1(a) mortar incorrectly notes a bold M10. The correct value 
is M11. The counter  is correct.

Objective:Schmidt Scenario Errata
OS-3 Mission: The total number of buildings in the US setup area is 43.

Objective:Schmidt Scenario Errata

OS-4, German Balance: MISSION should > 13

OS-11, SBR 4: German offboard observers set up on level 6.

OS-12, SBR 3: German offboard observers set up on level 6; SBR 4: American offboard 
observer sets up on level 8.

A4 5 2 1 2M4A3(a) -   4               M4A3(105)(a) -   8                  M10 GMC(a) -     A5 /6        T76L†     sP5†          4, A,B†,C,D† ,S†

OS-13, Mission: German VC occur at > level 2; SBR 2: Germans can set up at < level 0. SBR 3: 
German offboard observers set up at level 7.

OS-17, SBR 3: German offboard observers set up on level 7; SBR 4: American offboard 
observer sets up on level 8.

OS-16, SBR 3: German offboard observers set up on level 7.

T7 T7

11

11

Controlling > 23 buildings (of 43 possible) in the 

Exit VP of Good Order German units at > level 2 west of the  2. The Germans may set up < 20 German counters on board in hexes < level 0. The remaining German 
units enter Turn 1 or later on the east edge.
3. The Germans receive two modules of 70+mm OBA, each directed by its own Offboard Observer 
(C1.63, total of 2; HE only, Harassing Fire is NA), secretly recorded during setup on an east edge hex at 
level 7. The Germans receive one module of 150+mm OBA (HE only) directed by an Offboard 
Observer secretly recorded during setup on a south edge hex at level 7.

 on an east edge hex at level 6.

directed by an Offboard Observer (C1.63) secretly recorded during set up on an east edge hex at level 6.

offboard Observer (C1.63) secretly recorded on a west edge hex at level 8 during setup. All draws for

setup on an east edge hex at level 7.

an Offboard Observer (C1.63) secretly recorded during set up on an east edge hex at level 7.

Observer (C1.63) secretly recorded on a west edge hex at level 8 during setup. All draws for this module are 

an Offboard Observer (C1.63) secretly recorded during set up on an east edge hex at level 7.

Observer (C1.63) secretly recorded on a west edge hex at level 8 during setup. All draws for this module are 

      Change MISSION to > 13
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